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Work Package 6  – Content deposit 

Overview 
 
Objective: To deposit the content in local repositories and in JORUM to facilitate re-use 
 

1. Deposit work flows from JorumOpen, Birmingham and LSE identified and used by 
team members to deposit material in repositories  

2. Applications such as SWORD and automatic harvesting investigated by repository 
staff at both institutions and a briefing written to indicate how these time saving 
processes are applicable to project content 

3. If SWORD or harvesting is to be used, repository staff to implement use for direct 
upload from local repositories to JorumOpen 

4. If no direct depositing can be done, project team to deposit content in JorumOpen 

Background 
Both Birmingham and LSE use the open-source ePrints software for their IR and are using the IR 
to store OERs. Jorum is the UK repository for OERs and all JISC / HEA projects I the OER 
Programme are required to deposit their resources here. 
 
The ReLo spreadsheet mentioned in previous work packages was used as the master summary 
of metadata for the OERs in the project.  
 
This short report discusses the content deposit process and any arising issues and 
considerations. The repositories and resources can be viewed at: 
 
Birmingham: http://epapers.bham.ac.uk/DELILA/  
LSE: http://learningresources.lse.ac.uk/  

Work Package 6: Outputs 
The ReLo spreadsheet was adapted to contain all the metadata required for each OER and to 
map each metadata element to the appropriate field in the IR. This spreadsheet has been shared 
via the DELILA website as an additional output for Work Package 6.  
 
20 OERs were uploaded to the Birmingham IR in a batch import, without any difficulty, using this 
spreadsheet. LSE completed the ReLo spreadsheet, but decided to upload 20 OERs individually. 
The manual upload occurred without any problems. The manual process was used at LSE 
particularly due to time constraints but it also proved a useful training exercise for a member of 
staff new to EPrints. Individual members of staff at each partner institution can add items one by 
one to the repository to deposit further items. If bulk upload is required the spreadsheet serves as 
a model for future work. 
 
Although not essential, it is good practice to ensure that repository information and content is 
available for export in a range of appropriate metadata formats.  A final review of the export and 
harvesting formats for the Birmingham repositories is scheduled for September 2011, to ensure 
that all relevant fields are suitably codified, tagged and exposed for harvesting by JORUM and 
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other services, in simple Dublin Core and XML formats, together with UKLOM, and bibliographic 
formats available to facilitate citing by end users. This process falls outside the DELILA project 
but will be documented and shared via the DELILA website. 

Issues and considerations 

Upload to Jorum 
Investigations have taken place into the most time efficient and sustainable method of depositing 
LSE and Birmingham’s resources into Jorum to avoid duplication of effort. Jorum does not yet 
harvest directly from other repositories, nor are there yet any examples of repository-to-repository 
transfer via a protocol such as SWORD.   
 
The most feasible option currently being explored is the use of RSS to ingest the resources. RSS 
is available as standard with EPrints, however, this would only transfer the metadata to JORUM, 
without the actual files.  Discussions with JORUM are ongoing, and remaining options are:  

 to use the RSS option and only include metadata in Jorum, with a link to the resources in 
the local repositories. 

 to forward the ReLo spreadsheet to the JORUM team for a mediated import. 
 to upload the DELILA OERs manually. 

 
The DELILA team will continue to work towards resolving this issue before the project completes 
on 31st August 2011.  

Upload of additional resources 
Further materials included in the audits under WP1-3 may be uploaded at a later stage to the LSE 
and Birmingham repositories. LSE are currently identifying a selection of additional materials to 
further populate their repository. They also plan to advertise the repository to a selection of 
training providers across the institution and invite them deposit materials. 

Copyright and IPR issues 
A number of IPR issues are currently unresolved at both institutions which mean the deposit of 
other more general teaching materials cannot as yet take place. For materials created by staff 
working at a University, usually the copyright belongs to the employing institution.  On the one 
hand, this means that materials can be freely shared via an institutional repository (subject to any 
3rd party considerations mentioned in WP4) but consultation with appropriate units within the 
institution may be necessary if there are any local concerns about “giving away” valuable IPR 
under a Creative Commons licence. 

Conclusions 
This work package is partially complete and both LSE and Birmingham are actively working 
towards ensuring their resources are deposited in Jorum in the near future. Automated and 
manual deposit of resources proved possible and both institutions have sustainable models if bulk 
deposit is required in the future. In hindsight the time taken to set up and customise the 
repositories was ambitious which caused some delays in the deposit taking place. However the 
work was completed quickly and efficiently with minimal problems. The DELILA team would 
welcome further investigations around harvesting content from other repositories into Jorum. 


